



Your questions answered
Suffering from an attack of Mac maladies? Don't panic - Rob Buckley is standing
by with an assortment of quick cures

It gets my back up
At work, we have a G5 and two

1.	 12" PowerBooks, and we are	

wondering what's the most	

effective way to create backups
of our files. We've looked at the hard drives
in the Apple Store but there are so many.
Which do we go for - our budget will allow
for £300.

Andy McNally







Howlong have you got? We could be

here some time... First thing, what are

the backups for? In case you wont on
older version of o file? In case your

computer dies? In case of fire or theft? If

you're keeping backups for versioning
purposes, you're going to need to work out
a system for keeping multiple copies of the

some file. A tape drive is usually the best

way of doing this, but your budget pretty
much rules that out.

With the exception of Retrospect Desktop

(£129, www.dantz.com), virtually all

backup software stores files separately. So

you'll either need to create a separate
folder for all your files each time (which
will fill up your hard drive very quickly,

particularly if you have three machines to
back up and you do a lot of work on them)
to prevent overwriting, or you'll need to
invest in a copy of Retrospect. You could
use something such as Stuffit or the OS X

archiving feature to compress the files first,
but that takes a long time and will include

every file in the folders you compress.
We do recommend Retrospect (with a few

reservations, but not many) for this kind of

heavy duty, multiple Mac backup work,

because as well as compressing your files

an the fly into a single archive, it con detect

which files have changed and back up only
those ones, while still keeping copies of

previous versions. It can also run on one

Mac and back up your other Macs remotely
over the network, once you install the free

Retrospect Client onto them.

Other groovy features include backing up
to Internet sites, backup of Windows and

Linux machines, scheduled backups and

encrypted backups. Since you have

PowerBooks, one of its most useful features

is the 'Backup Server' option, which will

scan your network: whenever the

PowerBooks rejoin it after a day away
from the office, Retrospect will spot them
and back them up instantly

- if that's what

you want.

The trouble is that Retrospect isn't cheap,
and will chop your budget by a third. So it's

worth your while looking around Mac

resellers to see if they sell hard drives

which bundle Retrospect with them. There

aren't any at the Apple Stare, unfortunately,
but a quick look through Amazon reveals

quite a few.

If you don't need versioning and

Retrospect seems like overkill, there are a

couple ofother choices we recommend. Far

keeping regular backups of important files,
You Synchronize ($49.95,

www.yousoftwore.com/synchronize/) is

hard to beat. It keeps a database of your
files and can spot which ones have

changed since the last backup. If you're

looking for a disaster recovery system, then

something like Carbon Copy Cloner

(www.bombich.com/software/ccc.html
which is donationware, will be more than

sufficient. It lacks a lot of the high-end
features of Retrospect, but will get you
back on your feet without trouble.

As for the hard drive itself, pick

something that's as fast as possible. If you
run Retrospect on the G5, you'll be able to

get a Fire Wire 800 drive, but a FireWire 400
or USB 2.0 drive should be fine if you want
to connect the drive directly to the

PowerBooks (assuming they're sufficiently
new). Otherwise, most hard drives in the

£300 range are much of a muchness, so

don't fret too much about manufacturer

etc and simply buy the biggest one you
can afford.

Cutting down on costs
Can you advise me on a basic art

package
-

ideally free? I want to

be able to edit and crop images in

order to make themes for my
P900. I'm not after anything as complicated

Keep your Entourage
with you

I would like to synchronise my Palm

Life Drive with Entourage, but
cannot seem to find information on

how this can be achieved.

Gary J Hargraves







worry not, Gary, for thousands of

people around the world are synching
their Palm devices directly with

Entourage. Youjust have to install the

Entourage conduit - which Microsoft has
done its level best to hide. Fortunately, we

have a map for you.






as Photoshop, I'm after a Mac equivalent of

MS Paint that will allow me to open, crop,
zoom in and tweak Imp and .jpg files.

While I'm on the subject, I'm having

problems with my P900. I have the latest

version of iSync and have checked on the

Sony Ericsson website, and I have the latest

firmware on my phone
- but I can't get

iSync to add it even though it is paired
over Bluetooth.

Gideon Grimes







If you have OS X 10.4 (oko Tiger), you

already have a free program for editing
and cropping pictures. 'Preview', in

the Applications folder on your hard drive,

can do all these things and more. But if you
want to be able to paint and draw as well,

you'll need another program.

GrophicConverter ($30,

www.lemkesoft.com/en/graphcon.htm) is

the Swiss army knife of choice for working
with graphics on the Mac, since it can

import and export just about any format as

well as batch process and edit pictures. You

can use most of the features without

having to pony up the shareware fee, so for

most purposes it's free -
although we

always encourage people to support

shareware developers by paying up if they
like the software!

As for your P900 problem, we've never

tried a P900 but here's an approach that

works with the K750 so might work with

the P900: delete your pairing on both the

phone and the Mac; then initiate the

B/uetooth connection from the P900 rather

than the Mac. When you make the

connection, your Mac will ask if you wont to

use the phone with iSync. Say yes and iSync
should launch and add the P900 to its list of

devices.





No more Messenger
is there a way to move all my
MSN Messenger contacts to iChat

? so I can stop using Messenger?
Samuel Bradley

There is a way, but it's very

complicated and you'll need to be

using Tiger. Basically, you can use the

support for jabber built into version 3.0 of

iChat to chat to other message systems,

including MSN. The configuration is very
intricate and space prevents us from

including the details here (perhaps we'll do

it as a tutorial in the future), but you can

find full instructions at

http://allforces.com/2005/OS/06/ichot-

to-msn-through-jabber/. Fingers crossed,

one day Apple might do the heavy lifting

on this to support MSN Messenger natively

usingjabber.
If that seems like too much effort, you

could try one of the mu/ti-protocol chat

clients such as Adium (www.odiumx.com)
or Fire (http://fire.sourceforge.net/), both

To make sure you have the
latest software versions

purring away 00 your Mac,
click on the little Apple icon
at the top left of the
screen. Choose 'Software

Update' from the pull-down
menu. If you're connected
to the Web, this utility will
check out the status of your
Mac and give you a list of
the latest updates
available. You can then tell

your Mac to download and
install them. Updates are
constantly being released,
so take a look at
www.apple.com for the
latest list of updates. If
you're a Mac member, log
in to mww.rnac.com and
check out the latest goodies
that you may not have
spotted. For example,
there's now 1GB of storage
for every member.

Security Update 2005-008
Improved security, but

you'll lose the little
coloured project markers
on items in Entourage.
What a choice.





iPod Updater 2005-09-23

Bug fixes for the iPod
Shuffle. Ignore it if you
don't have one.

Backup 3.0
Slower but definitely better
than version 2. The 00w
version includes spotlight
integration, separate
backup plans and support
for multiple Macs.





ilunes 5.0/5.0.1
A completely revamped
interface, and you can now
sort your playlists into
folders. 5.0.1 includes a
few fixes for the biggest
bugs in 5.0.





Java 1.3.1 and 1.4.2
Release 2
Makes Java behave better.

Ignorable if you don't use

Java apps.





Java Security Update
Dues what it says on the
tin, but it's a mighty big
download (41.5MB).





Waveflurner 1.11
Bug fixes.





QuickTime 7.0.2
Bug fixes. Everybody
should get it if they can,
because Quicktime's
pretty important...





Safari Update 1.3.1/2.0.1
It's faster, works better
with a load of websites
and stops that dratted
rainbow beachball of doom
from popping up quite
so often.






of which are free. Our personal favourite,

however, is Proteus ($15,
www,defaultware.com/proteus/), since it

works with the OS X Address Book,

downloads your MSN contacts

automatically and lets you group all your
contacts' different accounts into one icon.

None of them is as pretty as iChat, but they
will allow you to use iChat and MSN in the

same program.







I've lost my memory
Whenever I use a combination of

Word, Excel, ijunes, Entourage
and MSN Messenger, it's a real

disaster. I constantly have to

look at the little 'waiting wheel' spinning
and spinning. This occurs most when

using Entourage.
When looking at the activity of my

machine, I found that the processor does

not have big problems, but I only had

5MB of RAM available. Now I've upgraded
to 768MB RAM, but I still have only 5 to

10MB of RAM available and unacceptable

performance. Even when I open all the

programs I have, this situation remains

the same. This would lead me to conclude
that the Mac does not use RAM caching.
Is this true?

Geoffrey Giet

Being Unix-based, OS X uses RAM

caching
- and then some. Like all

Unix systems, as soon as it's up and

running, it will fill almost all the available

Even with few programs running, you'll find you

only ever have 5-lOMB of memory free. Don't

worry
- that's exactly as it should be

memory as soon as possible (scaring

memory-conscious users at the same

time). The intent of this memory-grab is

to make your computer run as smoothly
as possible. The Mac uses very efficient

memory-swapping routines to optimise the

performance of running applications
-
they

get the memory they want, when they
want it, because it's been reserved for

them. It also stares frequently accessed

data from your hard drive in RAM: a hard

drive is much slower than memory so the

fewer trips to it, the better.

If you want to reassure yourself, have a

look at the bottom of the Activity Monitor

'System Memory' tab and you'll notice a

goad portion of your supposedly full

memory is marked as 'inactive'. Launch

more programs and you'll see the some 5-

10MB of memory not used, but the

various levels of active and inactive

memory will vary.

So why the beachball? The trouble isn't

really with OS X (well, it might be.. it

depends whose bug it is), but with

Microsoft office - which has something of

a reputation as a performance dog. In

particular, Entourage will spin the rainbow

beachball of doom quite often,

particularly if you've updated to Tiger and

have been trying to read HTML email.

Similarly, Word has the occasional

hiccup, but not quite as frequently as

office. The other issue is that, as

mentioned, most performance problems
are dawn to the speed of your hard drive,

not the processor or memory. If your Mac

has to access your hard drive a lot, then

all your applications and the system itself

will slow down.

Is there anything you con do about

these bottlenecks? Not much, really, as far

as the HTML email problem goes (you
could try turning off the option to display

complex HTML in your Entourage

preferences), because that's something
that will have to be fixed by either Apple
or Microsoft.

However, if you have Tiger and a large
number of emails in Entourage, try

opening the System Preferences

application, then selecting the Spotlight
Preferences pane. Click on 'Privacy', then

drag your 'Microsoft User Data' folder (it's
in your Document folder) onto the list of

items that aren't to be searched. If you
have a large amount of mail, even though

Entourage doesn't work with Spotlight,

Spotlight will still try to index your whole

would ideally like to have one place where

my music/photos/files are stored, so I can

access and manage them from both the

iMac and iBook and across user log-ins.
Both the laptop and desktop have two

user IDs - one for me and one for my other

half. However, she can't access music/

photos that have been stored in iTunes/

iPhoto using my login. Can you give me

some idea as to whether this is possible?

Doug McMahon







The simplest way to do this and to

access your Libraries is to move

them into the Shored folder in the

Users folder an your hard drive. The iTunes

Library is in the iTunes folder in your Music

folder; the iPhoto Library is in your
Pictures folder. Once you've moved them,

create an alias in the Music folder to the

iTunes folder (your wife will need to do

the same) called 'iTunes You can tell

(Photo where its Library is when you and

she launch it.

Your next step is to grant your other

half permission to access your music and

photos, and to make changes. Select the

original 'iTunes' folder and Get Info an it.

At the bottom, under 'Ownership &

Permissions change it so that 'Others'

have the right to read and write folders,

then click on 'Apply to Enclosed Items Do

the same with the iPhoto library.
To access those files from your iBook,

go to Systems Preferences, select 'Sharing'
then turn on 'Personal Sharing

'
Download

SharePoints (www.horncom/

sharepoints/) and use it to share your

Shared folder, remembering to grant

everyone Read and Write permissions.

Share and share alike
I have an iMac and iBook G4.

Currently, all my music and

photos are on the iMac. While I

am able to share my music and

photos between the iMac and iBook, I






Is it down the back of
the sofa?

I seem to have misplaced my

keychain password and am

continually bothered by Safari

asking if I'd like to add a user
name and password to my keychain. Some
of the time I would, and other times I

wouldn't. However, that's a moot point
because I can't access my keychain to tell it

to do those things for me. How can I reset

my keychain?
Nathaniel Johnston

if you've lost your keychain

password, there's no way to get into

your keychain, unfortunately. After

all, if it were that easy to crock open a

keychain, you really wouldn't want to stick
all your passwords into it, would you? So

your best bet is to save it somewhere in

case you ever remember the password,
then create a new keychain

- but be sure
to make the password memorable!

Our three-step tutorial below will guide

you through the process.

database, and that will make your entire

system slow down in general, as the hard
drive thrashes away.

Photos finished?
I am currently using iPhoto 4.0.3
on a G5. I've been trying to load

I	 the application but it gets stuck
on the opening screen. When I try to open
the application by attaching my digital
camera, I still have no luck! Can you help
me, please? Like most people, I have a lot
of memories in those photos.
Emmanuel Agyeman





First up, don't worry. Your photos
aren't lost. They're all still sitting in

your iPhoto Library in the Pictures
folder of your hard drive. Even if iPhoto

can't access them, other programs
- even

Preview - can access them and open them.
It sounds as though something's got a

little corrupted, either your iPhoto

preferences or a preview image in the

Library. First try deleting the file

'com.apple.iPhoto.plist you'll find it in the

'Preferences' folder of your Library folder.

Then launch iPhoto and see what happens.
If it works fine, you'll be able to use iPhoto

again, but you'll need to set up your
preferences again.

If iPhoto still gets stuck, you'll need to

rebuild your Library again. The way to do

this is to launch iPhoto, but hold down the

Apple and the Alt keys until a dialog box

pops up asking if you'd like to rebuild your

Library. Click on 'OK' and iPhoto will try to

repair its Library and its preview
thumbnails, hopefully replacing the

damaged file in the process.

Oops... wired wrong
Good timing with issue 21

arriving just as I'm thinking of

going wireless; my wife is fed-up
with all the spaghetti associated

with my computers, hi-fi, home cinema,
etc. I need an Airport Express to be able to
communicate with my hi-fi and also for use

with my PowerBook when away from home,
but I therefore require a wired ADSL modem.
The Netgear 06834 on page 33 shows an
aerial, which begs the question why? Is the

picture wrong or am I missing something?
Dave Jordan





Sharp eyes, Dove! Owing to a mix-Up
while we were putting iCreate 21

together, we accidentally used the
same picture of the Netgear MR814 we

featured on page 34 on page 33 as well.

The 06834 is almost identical, except it
doesn't have on aerial of course, as you
can see from the picture.


